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Knowledge Base

https://www.tum.de/en/ 
studies/degree-programs



Knowledge Base

How long does the 
master’s thesis take?

How do I enroll?

How is the program 
structured?

What does this 
program cover?
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Solution

I want to create a state-of-the-art information retrieval model, capable of 
querying TUM course data. This will help existing students understand their 
own degree program better and at the same time support applicants.

GPT
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Challenge & Solution
Challenge: Solution:

Students do not formulate the 
questions exactly

Students ask the same question in 
different manners

They might not even know exactly 
what they are looking for
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Research Question

RQ 1: Would a multi-query formulation system improve the performance?

RQ 2: Would an optimization approaches, such as ensemble retriever in combination with a child-
parent chunking improve the performance of the passage retriever?

RQ 3: Would few-shot learning enhance the performance of the system as compared to the Zero-
Shot of the system?

RQ 4: How does the performance change when using an open-source model compared to a paid 
closed source model? How can open-sourced models be optimized?
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Challenge & Solution
Challenge: Solution:

Small Chunks: Does not capture 
the whole meaning

Big Chunks: Has difficulty with 
similarity search

Child-Chunk

Parent-Chunk



Challenge & Solution
Challenge: Solution:

Data is very similar in between 
different study programs

Data within one study program 
has specific words being specific 

things

Retrieval-System

BM25
Dense-

Retriever
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Challenge & Solution
Challenge: Solution:

LLMs tend to hallucinate

LLMs tend to give highly 
divergent outputs

“What is …”

“What is …”

ICL
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Challenge & Solution
Challenge: Solution:

Data is valuable

API call costs

Sensitive Data should not go to a 
third party

Llama 2 Mistral

Hugging Face LLM
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Testing & Evaluation
Binary Classification: Human Evaluation:

“How much time do I have for the 
master thesis?”

“When is the application deadline for 
Data Science?”

“Do I need a Proof of English language 
skills?”

“Tell me about the Conditions I have to 
fulfill when I want to study <x>?”



Testing & Evaluation
Human Evaluation:

“Tell me about the Conditions I have to 
fulfill when I want to study <x>?”

Self-Evaluation:

“ If we want to study <x> we have the 
following conditions: 

Is that right?



Outlook

Start:
15.08.2023

Literature Review
Mid. Aug – End. Sep.

Documentation
Mid. Aug – End Sep.

First Implementation
Start Oct. – End Oct.

End:
15.02.2024

Improvement Implementation
Start Nov. – End Dec.

Writing Master thesis
Start Jan – End

Buffer



<Thanks for the attention>
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